Introduction and Statement of Results
In recent years there has been much interest in characterizing the class of functions f that are uniform limits on some closed set E C R of weighted polynomials of the form wnP., where P. ~ I-l., the space of polynomials of degree < n, and w: E ~ [0, cx~) is a weight function, see [10] and the references given there. If f is the uniform limit of a sequence of weighted polynomials w n P., then we say that f is w-approximable. We always assume here that w is admissible in the sense of [8] and [10] . That is:
(i) w is continuous.
(ii) The set {x ~ EIw(x) > 0} has positive logarithmic capacity. (iii) If E is unbounded, then txlw(x) --~ 0 as Ixl ~ o0, x ~ E. Associated with w is the extremal measure/zw and its support Sw which is a compact subset of E. It is known that every w-approximable function vanishes on EkSw. The most general result in the opposite direction is due to Totik. To state that result he introduced the notion of the restricted support S w of the measure/zw. A point x from the interior of Sw belongs to S w if/z~ is absolutely continuous in a neighborhood ofx and has positive and continuous density there. Then the following result holds. In this paper we assume that E = [a, b] is a bounded interval and that Sw is equal to E. In that case we have Here U ~ is the logarithmic potential of the measure/z~,
=-f loglx -tl
U~w (x) d#w(t), and F~ is a constant. So our assumptions imply in particular that w is strictly positive on [a, b] . If the extremal measure/z~ has the form dlz~ (t) = v (t) dr, where v is a positive and continuous function on (a, b) then Theorem 1.1 shows that every continuous function on [a, b] vanishing at a and b is w-approximable. Note that, by definition, the endpoints a and b are not in the restricted support of/zw.
Here we investigate the role of the endpoints in these type of approximation problems and also the role of internal zeros of the density function.
To state the results we use the following nonstandard notation. Let f and g be positive functions in a neighborhood of the point a E [-oo, oo]. Then we write
f (t) ~ g(t) (t --+ a)
if the limit limt~a f(t)/g(t) exists and is nonzero. The following are our main results. 
v(t) ~ (t-a) ~ (t --+ a).
Then every w-approximable function vanishes at a. 
for t in a neighborhood of c.
On the other hand, if v tends to 0 very slowly, it is possible that w-approximable functions that do not vanish at c exist, as an example of Totik shows, see Example 4.6 of [10] .
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present three examples to illustrate our results. In particular in Section 2.2 we apply Theorem 1.2 to disprove a conjecture of Lorentz on incomplete polynomials. The rest of the paper contains the proofs of Theorems 1.2 and 1.3. The proof of Theorem 1.2 is the most substantial part of our work. In Section 3 we reduce it to proving a result on weighted polynomials for a weight on the unbounded interval [1, c~), see Proposition 3.1 below. The proof of this proposition is given in Section 4. It involves a discretization of logarithmic potentials, which requires various careful estimates. Finally, in Section 5 we use Theorem 1.2 to prove Theorem 1.3.
Examples

Freud Weights
For the so-called Freud weights
on the interval [-1, 1], it is known that the extremal measure has the density
see [8] . At the endpoints -4-1 this density satisfies (1.3) with fl = 89 Therefore by Theorem 1.2 every w-approximable function vanishes at +1. This result was obtained earlier by Lubinsky and Totik [7] . 
1 Thus it follows from see [8] . At the left endpoint the density satisfies (1.3) with/3 = 2. Theorem 1.2 that if weighted polynomials x~~ (x) tend to a function f uniformly on [a 2, 1], then necessarily f(a 2) = 0.
This result can be used to settle a conjecture of Lorentz [5, Conjecture 2] on incomplete polynomials, see also [9] . A polynomial P is a-incomplete if it has a zero of order > ot deg P at 0. It was prove d by von Golitschek [3] and Saff and Varga [9] Proof. Any u-incomplete polynomial may be written as xkP,(x), P, E I-In, with a(n + k) < k < oe(n + k) + 1. If 0 := a/(1 "--a), this means that any u-incomplete polynomial can be written as
Now suppose f is the uniform limit on [a 2, 1] of a-incomplete polynomials x k-Pn (x) as n ~ c~ through a subsequence A of the natural numbers. Here we have P, 6 1-I, and nO <_ k, < nO + (1 -a) -1 for every n 6 A. Passing to a subsequence if necessary, we may assume that k, -nO converges with limit L, say. Then {x"~ },~^ converges to f(x)x -L uniformly on [a 2, 1]. So in view of the above result and Remark 1, we have f(a 2) = 0.
[]
Fast Decreasing Polynomials
For the weight function w (x) = exp(x 2 ) on [-1, 1 ], the extremal measure has the density
see [10] . The origin is an internal zero of the density and the density satisfies (1.4) with 13 = 2. Therefore by Theorem 1.3 every w-approximable function vanishes at 0. This answers a question of Totik [10, p. 110] .
In fact, our proof shows that there is a constant C1 > 1 and a positive integer no such that
On the other hand, Lubinsky and Totik [6] showed that it is possible to find a constant C2 and polynomials Pn ~ Hn with P,z (0) = 1 such that
So it follows that the constant C2 cannot be too close to 1. Also not too close to 1 if we consider only large integers n.
Transformation of Theorem 1.2
Let w, v, and/3 be as in Theorem 1.2. Without loss of generality we may assume a = 0 andb= 1.
An Extremal Problem
Define, for every n, Obviously, we may assume that
First we show that we may assume that f vanishes at the zeros and discontinuities of v and at the endpoint 1. Let q ..... tk be the zeros and discontinuities of v. Then
is w-approximable and this function Vanishes at 1 and at the points tj (and not at 0). So we may assume that f itself has this property.
Next we claim that we may also assume that
To prove this claim note that therestricted support of/zw is equal to (0, 1) \ {tl ..... tk}. Because f vanishes at the points tj and at I we can find a continuous function g vanishing outside the restricted support such that 0 < f -t-g < 1 on [0, 1]. By Theorem 1.1 the function g is w-approximable. Then clearly f + g is w-approximable too. This proves the claim. Finally, it follows from (3.1) and (3.2) that there is a constant C > 1 such that Ilwnp~ll > C for every large n. Then also Ilfll > C, which contradicts the fact that 0 < f < 1. Thus Theorem 1.2 follows from assertion (3.1). To obtain (3.5) we use a de La Va116e Poussin type argument, see p. 77 of [1] . We look n for monic polynomials Qn (x) = I-Ij=l (x -(j), n _> no, whose zeros satisfy (3.6) 1 < (1 < (2 < "'" < ~, < oo, such that there are numbers xj, j = 1 ..... n + 1, satisfying (3.7) l_<Xl <(1 <x2 <'--<x, <(n <xn+l<cxD and (3.8)
Here C is a constant that does not depend on n and j. If we can find such numbers (j and xj then this implies E, > C for n > no and then (3.5) follows.
A Discretization Problem for Potentials
Estimates of the form (3.8) are more tractable if we take logarithms. From (t. 1) and (3.3) we obtain, for x c [1, cx~), 
U~(xj) -U"" (xj) > --, j = 1 ..... n + 1, n
where C is a positive constant independent of j and n.
In summary, we have shown that Theorem 1.2 follows from the following proposition. Proposition 3.1 is an example of a collection of results centered around the question "How to discretize a logarithmic potential?" Results of this type were obtained in, e.g., [4] , [6] , and [10] .
Proof of Proposition 3.1
Let v, u, and ot be as in Proposition 3. Of course, these points also depend on n. In places where confusion might arise, we write xi,n ..... Xn,n and ~l,n ..... ~n-l,n. We have not yet defined (n and Xn+l. These two numbers are chosen in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 below. For the moment we let (, be an arbitrary number > x~ and we take/xn to be the measure (3.12). Then we write 
The proof of the following lemma is straightforward, see [6] . For future estimates we need results on the asymptotic behavior of x, = xn,n as n --+ o~. Define 1 (4.6) L := -lim u(s)sl+~.
13/ s~-o~
This limit exists because of (3.11).
Lemma 4.2. (4.7)
and (4.8)
The following limit relations hold:
Proof. It is clear that limn xn = oc. Let e > 0. From (4.6) it follows that, for n large enough, we have This proves (4.7). We also find from (4.9) that
u(x.t) L
Ol(Xnt)_l_ a < e, t e [1, ~) .
Combining this with (4.10) and letting e --+ 0 we obtain (4.8).
The Point (n
We take (n ----Axn where the constant A > 1 has to be determined in such a way that, for every x E [1, x~], we have nAn(x) >_ Ct, where C1 is a positive constant. forall n>nl and xc [1, Xn] .
n Moreover, if~ > 1, we can take A < c~/(ct -1).
The Point xn+l
We take A > 1 and G = Axn as in Lemma 4.3. We also assume A < a/(ot -1) if c~ > 1. We put Xn+l = Xn+l,n = Bxn with B > A where B has to be determined. We need to find a lower bound for An(X~+l,, 
l "B ~B-t\ I,----J, log~-ff~)d(t-a-B-a).
After integration by parts and a change of variables t w-~ Bt we obtain From this it is clear that, for large B, the sum of II and/2 is positive. 
